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Abstract: To understand modern thinking about images it is necessary to give an historically 

informed account account of the function of a belief in the images - even in the current supposedly 

secular age. And it is to see that even in this secular age, in which reason seems to have abolished 

every sort of believing and faith, images have regained power over the believing and faith of the 

people. 

It can be observed that images beeing "released" from the sphere of faith in the Reformation times 

now are used as instruments of a new "faith", whose manipulative target is only the economic (and 

eventually, probably politically) exploitation of the followers of their faith. 
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I Pictures belong to human life 

Modern Times are times of images. Images seem to be most powerful and successful 

because they have influence on the thinking, feeling and believing of the people - 

even in a so called "secular" age. It is not only nearly every marketing-company that 

uses images at its work, but also science has enforced studies of the images.[1] 

Apparently images are essential for human life. And that is emphasized by the 

current phenomenon of an "iconic turn"[2], "imagic turn"[3] or "pictorial turn"[4]. 

On the other hand, images (and statues) can lose their power as e.g. the images 

(and statues) of Stalin or Saddam Hussein. Or was it not possible to demonstrate 

that the power of Stalin or Saddam Hussein and their followers are eliminated by 

destroying their images? Evidently the relation of an image to that what it is 

representing is complicated and requires an accurate account.  

First Thesis of this article is that such account is necessary even in the current 

supposedly secular age. To understand modern thinking about images it can not be 

waived to have a look on the history of the images - mainly to see that often similar 

methods arise in dealing with the images. And further it is to remember that 

images had to do with that "what was really important in a community"[5] in former 

times, what was in connection to the ultimate life-determining, what finally was 

understood as the divine and the religious.  

On the other hand Stoellger points out that power apparently needs manifestation, 

for which images can serve. Here, the self-manifestation of power is theologically 

traditionally just been the revelation of God "from the Creation, to the burning 

thornbush along the history of Israel, the Temple cult to incarnation" and 

resurrection. And indeed God without revelatio would be "just a deus absconditus 

(supra nos, nihil ad nos). Only for us is his power relevant power - usually 

(punishing? or) healing fully acting power".[6] Apparently, just visibility is associated 

with power, just "the power of those who seek attention by virtue of their visibility 

and find, to show up and to be others in mind. In short, it's about the power of 

interpretation - in the self-presentation of rulers (from Egypt to Rome to the present 

day); in 'small' principalities of nobles, by Great citizens who imitate them, by books 
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writing educated citizens up to graffities; or in appropriate company strategies: 

from the quifecit of the artists (workshops) unto Apple". And if further visibility and 

power belong together, then there is found also the place for the struggle for 

"attention, public influence, quotas and ultimately to the power of interpretation"[7]. 

Should now a modern "secular" age be above such conflicts, or might it happen that 

concerning the images only the old questions of religion and power appear dressed 

up new?  

That leads to the Second Thesis of this article that even in the secular age, in which 

reason seems to have abolished every sort of believing and faith, images have 

regained power over the hearts and souls of the people. There it is helpful to look 

back at Luther‘s position to the images, who has no objection against the use of 

images if they are not connected with (wrong) faith and belief. That had become an 

element of modern freedom. And this freedom actually is endangered. 

But giving an theological account on images and their power from the perspective of 

the Reformation seems to be a special problem because of the focus of Reformation 

on the "word" as a crucial foundation of faith[8] and its (alleged) emphasis on the 

rational and the teaching[9]. 

In spite of this in the history of the images Reformation Time is attached just a 

"prominent position"[10]. It is even regarded as an "Axial Age" in dealing with the 

images[11]. And the history of the image in the Reformation has become "our cultural 

history"[12]. For the theologians and the laity, magistrates as well as the common 

man spiritually, emotionally and rationally had dealt intensively with the 

phenomenon of "image". And there the quite moderate judgment of Martin Luther 

was: the pictures were "neither good nor bad, they can have them or not have"[13]. 

That is regarded as the "birth certificate of modernity"[14] because images lose their 

ritual power function when they are no longer be worshiped. [15] 

With a look at the Reformation Time, however, the debate about the power and 

powerlessness of pictures never can be completed, because the arguments are 

hardly understandable without the preceding positions such as the prohibition of 

images in the Old Testament[16] and the Byzantine[17] iconoclasm.[18]  
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II The prohibition of images in the Old Testament an the disempowerment of the 

images 

First it must be acknowledged that these three important periods certainly are not 

the first periods in which disputes about images took place. For alone in the ancient 

Egyptian culture the veneration of images of gods and Pharaohs[19] admittedly 

belonged to the everyday political life, but as well the damage or destruction of the 

images of "disgraced" political people up to Pharaoh[20]. The background for it was 

apparently that in the Old World a (cult) image basically should make the "holy 

appear visible and thus recall it earthly".[ 21 ] And to this stage of religious 

understanding belonged "a substantial or complete identification of the image with 

the represented deity, whose real presence is assumed in that image." And the 

image was not allotted a mediating function, but "an independent sacred power." 

And that posed the basis of the cultic veneration of the image.[22] If so then the 

pharaohs, which were worshiped as divine, were seen as "present" in their (cult) 

images, the destruction of these images appear consistent in case of an unfriendly 

power change. 

Concerning this background, the prohibition of images in the Old Testament given 

by God to the ancient people of God as part of the Decalogue must be considered to 

be particularly significant. In explanation of the instruction "Thou shalt have no 

other gods before me" it is continued „Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven 

image, or any likeness of any thing that is in heaven above, or that is in the earth 

beneath, or that is in the water under the earth: Thou shalt not bow down thyself to 

them, nor serve them".[23] Luther‘s German translation of "Bild" (image) is based on 

the Hebrew term לספ what more precisely is to understand as a stone hewn or 

carved wooden idol statue, which is a "cult image"[24] and which to worship is 

prohibited. In this respect the prohibition of images does not generally prohibit 

images - and it has certainly not aimed, as Belting says, not to jeopardise the 

monopoly of theologians, who do not paint, but "talk and write"[ 25 ] - but the 

prohibition of images simply fights against idolatry.[26] However, it must not be 
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overlooked that before the "disenchantment of images" in Reformation Times there 

hardly might have been images which were not devoted to deities and (divine 

worshiped) rulers.[27] 

In any case, the prohibition of images given to the ancient people of God and which 

in practice obviously was obeyed[28], was seen as unique in cultural history and led 

to a (wanted) separation of this people among the peoples of the Old World. And in 

later times was analysed that the "distant and unapproachable, the invisible Jewish 

God. (reserves) it‘s crucial alterity against the human world only, if it is ensured 

that there is not any possible correlation in it. Each image would shorten and 

reduce this principle foreign and inscrutable God."[29] 

Simultaneously, the (idols) image is accorded enormous power, namely the actual 

ability, "to recall an impalpable and distant being" and even a "likeness to the 

sculptured." From this perspective, then, the golden calf[30] of the Old Testament is 

indeed a God. For the "image and its contents merge to indistinguishability."[31] And 

that is why that the ancient people of God is prohibited to have an available image 

of the unavailable God. 

Later it is Kant, who wants to see he doctrine of prohibition of images in a 

completely different light in face of the emphasis of reason, when he says: "Perhaps 

there is no more exalted place in the law book of the Jews as the commandment, 

Thou shalt not make thee any graven image, or any likeness, neither of which are in 

heaven, nor in earth, nor under the earth, etc.. This commandment alone can 

explain the enthusiasm, the Jewish people felt in its civilised era for its religion, 

when it compared itself with other nations, or that pride, which is inspiring 

Mohammedanism." And he meant with it an enthusiasm that it is not necessary to 

be supported by "images(s) and childish apparatus", because it apparently was led 

just as in his age "by the idea of the moral law and the predisposition for morality in 

us".[32] 

It remains to be seen whether therefore the depth dimension of the prohibition of 

images is really captured. However for Otto Kaiser it is not unimportant to note, 

that the imageless worship of Yahweh got the character of the status confessionis 
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after the destruction of the independent statehood of Israel (722/587 BC) because it 

very well gave expression to the "difference between Yahweh and the other gods in 

an immediate way". But further it meant to the winners, who could indeed bring the 

gold and silver temple vessels to Babylon, that they had not the opportunity, to drag 

away to Babylon in triumph an image of God from Jerusalem, and thus the God of 

the conquered.[33] 

However there is already a certain parallel to the Kantian idea of the moral law and 

the obedience consequently associated with it, and the consciousness in the Old 

Testament: Because Kaiser points out, "The imageless worshiped God is not only 

higher than all the other gods, but he has been the only God since the creation the 

world. As he has chosen Israel's fathers and their offspring and therefore exempt 

from Egypt so they owe him obedience.“[ 34 ] And simultaneously it might be 

remembered that obedience mostly is associated with the dimension of the listening 

not looking[35]. 

Remains to note that in the ancient people of God the prohibition of images 

represented a massive disempowerment of the images. That did not exclude, 

however, that in the "word of God" in the Old Testament was used an overwhelming 

abundance of "figurations of God"[ 36 ], such as "arm", "hand", "castle", "tower", 

"stone", "rock", "mountain", "eye", "circle", "wheel", "fire", "sun", "child". And 

standing in this tradition, then Jesus also told of God's being in his kingdom of God 

parables. [37] 

 

III The quarrel about the power of images in Byzantium 

In the pagan world of early Christianity the lack of an image of God among 

Christians was perceived „as something strange and inappropriate" - and in other 

religious contexts still today[38]. But also from the perspective of the new people of 

God God's spirituality and exclusiveness did not allow any representation. Idols 

were something created, but God is the Creator. In this sense, the former 

spokesmen of Christianity rejected images[39 ] and it was mainly the apologetic 

literature in which was developed a polemic against the idols with arguments of the 
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Old Testament prohibition of images against the arguments of the Greek popular 

philosophy.[40] It was also the first time the argument is used that the spiritual man, 

is the true image of God.[41] 

But then that in 306 at the Synod of Elvira (Spain), a decision against images in 

churches came about, or that they should not be revered and worshiped,[42] must 

suggest the emergence of Christian mural paintings, etc.. This critical position 

against images first was mainly prevalent in the Latin West of the then world[43] 

while it comes to a change process in the Greek East since the sixth Century. Here 

the Christian images changed to icons. And those are to be understood most as 

handy plates with the image of a saint, that one sees such connected which what it 

represents, that it can mediate both the help of the Holy as well as to receive the 

veneration that the Holy is attributed. However, in the core the ancient pagan 

thinking was continued unbroken in this idea.[44] 

It should certainly not be thought on a simple pagan identification of image and the 

divine. Certainly the Platonic doctrine of ideas is not unimportant, and it's more to 

think at a "revival" of the art work by divine influence,[45] and that the worship and 

adoration done to the image passes over to its prototype.[46] 

But by the action power of images apparently not only the simple minded[47] saw it 

possible to have present the saints in all places, whether in houses, monastic cells, 

ships or prisons. These icons also were worn as an amulet on the body or were fixed 

over the door to protect the house. And the erecting of churches in honour of famous 

images and setting up there and in other places burning candles or lamps for the 

worship of the saints, or the crowning and incense, the kiss and proskynesis, the 

washing and anointing, gilt and attaching coins, all „these forms of worship“ were 

based on „pagan models.“[48] 

However, in this a basic human experience might shine up: because the icon in most 

cases "is coded with a face", it is referring back to the "original childhood experience 

of being looked at". And then the effective power of icons seems to be, "to spell us 

under its gaze"[49] and thus to ascertain orientation, help or even miracles.[50]  
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These beliefs, however, were not shared everywhere in the Eastern Church.[51] But 

the actual arguments of the iconoclasts are barely preserved.[52] Anyway it finally 

came to the so-called "iconoclasm", which began in 726 with the fact that the 

Emperor Leo III. was not only preaching against the images, but also let carry away 

the image of Christ on the Chalke Gate of the palace. In the year 730 he sent a bill 

to remove all pictures and he let replace the patriarch.[53] Because otherwise it 

would not be possible to venerate the Triune God[54], but wrong gods.[55]  

This attack of the Iconoclasts on the power of images, however, neither found the 

approval of Rome nor of the Franks[ 56 ]. But that influenced the iconoclastic 

controversy in the East little. Here the accusations raised by the iconoclasts forced 

the church to clarify its position on the use of images. And this position is submitted 

e.g. by Theodore Studite, the Seventh Ecumenical Council of 787[57] and especially 

by St. John of Damascus. And at first it had to be directed against the reproach of 

idolatry[58] and to make the claim that the creature should not be honoured instead 

of the Creator.[59] 

And so St. John emphasised that to make a portrait of the invisible God is a 

stupidity and impiety, yet he created man in his own image.[ 60 ] Under no 

circumstances St. John is worshipping the creation, but the Creator - the Creator 

who has become man (in Christ)[61].  Thus incarnation enables to make an image of 

Christ (not according to his divinity, but only according to his humanity, but with 

which the deity is inextricably linked).[62] 

And if Christ is called by St. Paul "image of God"[63] so God had first made an 

identical image of himself,[64] whose veneration and worship is without any question. 

And with reference to St. Basil it is compared in the Council of 787: if the image of 

the Emperor is standing for the Emperor and there are no two Emperors, and reign 

and glory will not be shared, so "our ruler" (Christ) has one power and not more, 

and so there is one glory for him and not more, divided between him and the 

image.[65] However, the council differed with regard to the images that them are 

attributed only veneration (άσπασμον / τιμητικήν ιτροσκύνησιν) unlike truthful 

worship (άληθινήν λατρείαν) which alone is attributed to the divine nature.[ 66 ] 
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Overall then the incarnation of God was the main argument of the iconophiles 

against the iconoclasts.[67]  

Because when "the Word was made flesh, and if the creation is the medium of 

reconciliation, that is when the world is a parable capable for the presence of God 

(as in the kingdom of God parables of Jesus) - then the visible is appreciated as an 

area of perception of the invisible God; then metaphors and similes Word of God are 

capable; and then images are at least possible, if not necessary, as the visibility of 

the invisible. Religion is multimedia. The word is convertible, convertible into the 

image - because seeing his glory, and thus the visible to equal medium has become - 

perhaps even to the healing medium. Not Scripture alone or only the word of God 

are worthy, but also the image. Christ as the image of God.“[68] 

After decades of debate and changing the reign of the iconophiles and iconoclasts in 

843 the Dowager Empress Theodora restored the worship of images - to the great 

satisfaction of the monasticism which was strongly connected with her even by the 

production of icons[69]. And so finally an image eagerness began in the veneration 

and worship of icons as well as crucifixes, relics and Gospel books. That became a 

binding and high affective[70] part of life in the Eastern Church.[71]  

So the iconoclastic attack on the power of images by means of a repristination of the 

prohibition of images was repulsed. In the end that meant a considerable increase 

in the power of images. And actually only from this state Stoellgers opinion could be 

accepted that Christianity is "an iconic turn of the monotheistic religious history", 

"an iconic turn against the Judaism of its time, from the exclusion of the image in 

the prohibition time via the approval in early Christianity to the worship in the 

Middle Ages."[72] 

On the other hand the power of images to some extent has been mitigated by the 

fact that it was customary to take the pictures of the saints in a fixed image canon 

and to install it through an ecclesial act of Consecration[73]. Actually showed itself "a 

certain loss of representational power"[74] and thus was given an important part of 

the power of images in hands of the Church, so that Papajohn can say: „It is here 

that the permeating power of the spiritual existence of the Eastern Church is 
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revealed”.[75] But how the church then should waive on a maximum possible effect of 

an image, namely as "Christ is what he shows"; and that therefore as sacred images 

not only refer to something or hint on something else, but that they are what they 

show and represent?[76] 

In any case, this logic is fulfilled in the east in the icons, later in the West in the 

relics, and after Stoellger finally compacted in the wafer of the Eucharist. He 

stressed that they were "visual artifacts that are what they show" (or of which said 

at least partly and desires is that it is so ...).[77] In the West, after a few twists it was 

pointed always on the (educational) usefulness of the images ("laicorum litteratura") 

to the iconoclasts.[78]  

Thus it is mapped the way to a worship of images within a popular Piety[79] which 

arose in the Middle Ages, "even when it did not maintain the same importance as in 

the Eastern Church."[80]  

Nevertheless, churchly had been made concessions to popular Piety, which paid 

little attention to fine theological distinctions. There have even been accepted so 

called "miraculous images" that were considered miraculous. Pilgrimages to these 

"grace images" were promoted without the subsequent protest of the Reformation 

was able to change anything.[81]  

Relevant to the Middle Ages remained the image theory that even was underlying 

in the previous images cult, in which the beauty was identified with the truth and 

the good (resp. Divine)[82] and there was assumed a total and direct relationship of 

the saint to his iconophiles by the so-called "sacramental Look". 

It was "a fundamental late medieval act of piety", when it was thought that by 

means of an eye contact to have "a contemplative, in extreme cases, an ecstatic 

encounter" with the depicted saint.[83] People had the opinion to be able to grasp 

"God in vision, to eat God in Grasping and to be with him physically as in his 

embodiment."[84] In this respect, images were venerated as 'remedies'.[85] 

And even Luther reported how concrete he himself before Reformation felt this 

connection which he later judged as absurd and sinister: "We thought that St. 

Barbara, Anna, St. Christophel, would look at his picture and hear our prayers".[86] 
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Signifying for the age of the Reformation is then that exactly this image theory is 

questioned and replaced by a different view. 

 

IV Luther’s new disempowerment and evaluation of the images 

In intellectual history, the age of the Reformation is brought in conjunction with 

iconoclasts. But in spite of that Luther's Reformation approach is not responsible for 

that.[87] - so cataclysmic his change in the rating of the power of images was through 

his change in the "conditions of perception"[88]. But his aim was a church reform and 

not a "social revolution" such as the Anabaptists in Munster, where then the images, 

the memorial plaques and statues were regarded as "domination symbols"[89] and 

therefore were delivered to disempowerment by destruction. 

In this vandalism should be performed a "public image of punishment." And when 

"the 'decapitated' and death 'tortured' images remain visible on display - deads are 

represented (similar to the exposure of the dead bodies of the Münster 

Anabaptists)."[90] And by this destruction of the images is made evident at the same 

time that "no picture is able „to repair itself'“. This banal insight is consequential 

because it obviously scatters doubts "to the vibrancy of the image as a 'bodily 

self'."[91] 

Luther was forced to public comment regarding the images in 1522 facing the 

Wittenberg turmoil that resulted from the actions of Karlstadt, who celebrated the 

Lord's Supper in both kinds at Christmas 1521 in the collegiate church, and to 

whose program belonged also central the removal of the images as “Ölgötzen” (oiled 

idols)[92]. 

In contrast to Luther, the images question was of secondary importance, because, as 

he explained already in his lectures on Romans from 1515-16, he saw the images as 

not necessary for salvation, as well as not as prohibited[93]. They are, like other 

cultic institutions, "umbra et signa rerum et puerilia"[ 94 ]. And generally the 

requirements of the Mosaic law have no longer validity to the Christianity.[95] (But 

here remains a significant disagreement with the Reformed branch of the 

Reformation movement,[ 96 ] as the prohibition of images appears as 2nd 
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commandment of the Decalogue in the works of Calvin.[97] However the Tridentine 

theologians "largely agree with Luther" in the image theory.[98]) 

Loewenich summarises the events after Luther's return from the Wartburg on 

06/03/1522 briefly. Because Luther had taken position in the 3rd and 4 Invocavit 

Sermon concerning the iconoclastic controversy. And in the 3rd Sermon (Tuesday 11 

March [99]) he refers to the images and says, "referring the images it is to say that 

they are not useful but free to use, we might have them or not. But it would be 

better to have them not. I don‘t like them.“[100]. But one should not make out of 

freedom a "must"[101]. Furthermore, in Ex 20.4 it is not prohibited to make, but the 

worship of images[102]. One must understand Verse 4 looking on Verse 5. Otherwise 

Moses himself had contravened his commandment with the establishment of the 

brazen serpent.[ 103 ] In addition to the mercy seat, the two cherubim were 

attached.[104] Therefore, one should only „destroy and throw away“ the images, 

where one worships the images,[105] but not "with a storm and sacrilege, but the 

government should order to do these things"[106] One can not prove the image 

friends, that they worshiped the images when they deny that[107]. One can only 

preach that the images were nothing and that one is doing no service to God by 

their erection, then they would vanish by themselves.[108] Rather images friendship 

would be reinforced by the iconoclastic[ 109 ].[ 110 ] In his next sermon[ 111 ] Luther 

reiterates that the images are to be dismissed only if they are worshiped, not 

otherwise, "as I wanted, they were thrown away in the whole world because of its 

abuse which is not to deny."[112] But the actual abuse Luther sees in the works of 

piety associated with the images, because many people were thinking that it was 

possible to acquire merit before God by endowing images[113]. Overall, so Luther 

could stop the iconoclasm of the year 1522 by his Invocavit Sermons.[114] 

Luther expressed his opinion concerning the images on many other occasions, but 

too with repetition of his arguments and, most comprehensively“[115] in the first Part 

of his work "Against the Heavenly Prophets, from the Images and Sacrament"[116]. 

Noteworthy here considered that the images must “first be taken out of the 

heart,“ then they would do no harm to the eyes [117]. And Luther reiterated his 
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conviction that with the "woks of piety" would also vanish the service on the 

images[118]. And he criticised that Karlstadt supporters were suspect because they 

tolerated images on coins and cups[119] and even used his translation of the Bible 

with its images.[120] 

And just in this use of images in his translation of the Bible, he took on the 

traditional[ 121 ]  educational aspect to use images as educational and teaching 

aids.[122] And in the same sense its incredibly image-rich and powerful language 

served for a "magnificent transfer of visual imagery in the verbal."[123]  

And he reiterated the consideration of the human base he had personally 

experienced: that if he hears from the works of God and reads about it he makes an 

image of it in his the heart[124]: „if I would or not, when I hear Christ, then there 

comes in my heart an image of a man hanging on the cross, similarly as my face is 

mirrored in the water, if I am looking in the water. It is no sin but good that I have 

an image of Christ in my heart. Why should it be a sin when I have his image in my 

eyes?“[125] He admits easily that man in the religious life could not do without view, 

"because we must grasp ideas and images of that is submitted to us and we can not 

think and understand anything without image”.[126] Thus, God had shown himself to 

us in the person of Christ, stooped to our nature, and meets us in the visible; and 

accordingly the Bible is full of vividness[127]: "This always had been the way of God, 

our lord, that ears don‘t hear alone, and that eyes are looking too".[128] Insofar Volp 

is right in his observation that images are no "appendix" for Luther, "but the power 

of the word, witness and sign the memory of Christ".[129] 

So it was consistently for Luther to combat Catholic images with Reformation 

images. Supported by the painter Lucas Cranach e.g. new altar images now were 

painted, on which the existing community and its well-known preacher was set into 

picture in a reportage way. By this the image was made „so discursive and realistic, 

that its metaphysical authority waned." Referring to Belting thus "the hierarchy 

between the two media was backed: the disempowerment of the images stood 

against the power of the theologians". And the image would be treated as a text, "so 

that it appealed more to a cognitive understanding as to the affective impression". 
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The images were so to deliver the keywords for the memorization of the content of 

the religion and thus draw back the viewer to his inner images, "but also to control 

them in the same way as it did the word in the sermon."[130] But certainly Belting 

underestimates with this view of a pale "word and theologians-servitude" in 

Reformation Time the considerable power of Reformation affections[131], which e.g. 

gave expression in a wealth of new hymns. 

But if it only had been the object of the Reformation images, to contribute to the 

memorisation of the content of the religion and thus the viewer draw back to his 

inner images, then referring to Volp it would be definitely a contribution to the most 

important theological task of the category of the images, namely "to make evident in 

the Hither the Beyond of God".[132]  

However, it also must be noted concerning the power of images in the Reformation 

period that in the vicinity of iconoclasm images were used as caricatures too, "to 

break the power of the enemy." Images were also popular for denunciation. And it is 

said that Pope cartoons flourished with the same frequency as Luther cartoons 

since the outbreak of the Reformation.[133] And to the extent that now images were 

discharged by pamphlets and leaflets which came into everyone's hands, images 

were "democratised". And thereby they just lost that aura, "of which its cult had 

lived."[134]  

In any case, now, after the "revolution of the theory of signs"[135] initiated by Luther, 

in which the "relationship between the ritual and the written word" had been 

changed[136] and thus the use of images was released, images now could be used on 

one hand didactically helpful for believing in the "word" without being fixed by 

(religious) power. On the other hand - and if the condition is true that the viewer is 

held in faith - any other aesthetic or ornamental use was opened.[137] 

However, after Stoellger (and probably many contemporary art lovers of images) 

this forbearance of Luther "is actually the worst thing you can do to images: not to 

take them for serious, but as decorative, useful and helpful if they are made 

submissive, thus actually dispensable". But by this Luther had „relaxed“ the 

situation in front of a picture": Because so it does not go "around the image itself, 
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but on the right use . And the only wrong thing is to worship them." Otherwise 

everything was allowed. By this Luther had given to protestant believer a very 

broad license concerning the images, if he just feels to be kept in faith. But the   

the price of it is an significant depotentialization." However, the remark of Stoellger 

should not be concealed that pictures are "often more subtle and significant than 

thought " and often smarter than their viewers or even" more powerful than its 

users.[138] Because the „power of the image“ is as well „'power of desire' as 'power of 

showing' , in short:  interpretive power".[139] 

 

V Outlook: manipulation by the power of the images in the modern world? 

Now there is a lot to say on the power of desire, of showing and of the interpretation 

in the light of the many confrontations, which arose then in the age of the 

Reformation - alone in the churches of Reformation[140], or concerning the Baroque 

as "art of the Counter Reformation"[ 141 ] and then resulted in the Age of 

Enlightenment in terms of images and their power. However, this may not be the 

place to address these large-scale issues. 

It must remain open whether Boehm's thesis that the meaning of the image density 

in principle go beyond the possibilities of language acquisition, and that the image 

as such resists the linguistic substitution[ 142 ], can ever turn against Luther's 

position to the images. Anyway, Luther did not succeeded to stop all iconoclasts in 

that time - perhaps just because of its differentiated position to the images. It 

became clear in this time, that the destruction of the images could be some 

"consequence of an intellectual or political change, not the cause". And yet they 

could continue the process of revolution. And mocking the Iconoclasts then showed, 

"that they may accomplish their deeds without lightning rain from the sky and the 

sky collapses." They want to believe that their world has changed, thereby has only 

"changed its symbolic representation."[143] 

And in this change of the symbolic representation a relatively independent, highly 

flourishing art of painting then was developed at the end of the age of the 

Reformation. And the artwork - "becoming dispensable churches, if not sold out of 
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them" then had found a new home in the museum. After Hofmann therefore 

"theoretically" the "Musealization of artwork" begins with the Reformation. On the 

one hand it is "correlate of its abandonment of the ideology", but it brings with it, 

"that a new ideology has seized for it" - which provided the artwork a new "sphere of 

action untouched by the magic of the image".[144] 

And for some in this process it includes the visual representation of the so-called 

"beautiful." In the Christian tradition may thus attracting a receptivity, to realize 

the sensuous revelation of the glory of God in nature[145], to wonder and to praise, of 

which can result a very unique power of beautiful pictures.[146] However, it must 

still be held against theologically that the aesthetic truth claim could only be a 

"derived" relative truth claim. The "beautiful" is, here and now "only the first - 

flashing and fading again - splendour of truth."[147] 

And for others meant the development of an "autonomous" art, that the fascination 

and power of the image is attributed to the "personal invention of an artist" and 

disputing over the image is no longer theologically but only aesthetically.[148] Yet the 

picture seems no more to witness the presence of the Beyond, but seems to be rooted 

entirely in the Hither.[149] 

But thereby it is also seen a different type of relationship of the image or the art to 

religion that describes not opposites but rather relationships. Because after Erne 

there exists a religious designation of modern art at its core, which is why he speaks 

of "family resemblances" in the relationship between church and art.[150] That would 

at least make it plausible, why so obviously many modern museums as an 

exhibition of images resemble sacred spaces, which claimed to be it pictorial, 

contemporary cult places, which show "similarities with church-Christian rituals 

and liturgies".[151]  

Such plausibility, however, would also apply to the analysis of Roeck. Here after 

Reformation Time now the artist - in an antireligious or religion replacing thinking 

- is venerated by some as "inspired Creator God", "who produces works, which in 

turn, are objects of religious veneration."[152] But even without all artists cult in 

modernity remains the experience that images can make visible and represent the 
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"unspeakable, inconceivable, Holy“ in a way that may have the aura and even 

numinous character."[153] Because an image possesses the "strange power to teach 

about itself"[ 154 ] and shows "another view of reality"[ 155 ]. However Hofmann 

summarises: ,,After the art, that belonged to the religion, follows the religion of art, 

whose articles of faith the respective spectator has to sort out with himself."[156]  

Referring to Roeck this quasi-religious worship occurs not, "because God is 

suspected in the images or because they refer to divine. But they substitute, in a 

world in which the deity is moved away, the lost."[157]  

But that raises the question of what is substituted here. For it remains the 

"stupendous phenomenon that a piece with paint smeared surface can offer access 

to incredible sensory and spiritual insights"[158], can not be remedied by a sharp 

remark. Rather remains the serious question as to whether it can really be that in 

modern art, the "concrete abstraction of stroke, surface, colour means nothing more 

than stroke, surface, colour"[159]. Aren‘t there good reasons to question whether such 

a proposed separation of Modern Art "from their metaphysical background 

foundation" and "in farewell to their absolute“ can gain „its aesthetic autonomy"?[160] 

Must not rather be expected that in that moment where the belief - which is from 

Luther in the "release of the images" still presumed - is ignored, this empty space 

then will be used by other "beliefs" willingly and the images and their power 

ultimately would be harnessed to the carts of other metaphysical theories? 

Calvin too clearly had seen the danger of penetration of quasi-religious powers in 

the human soul when he said, that „the human spirit in all ages have been a 

workshop of idols".[161] Or from another perspective such discourse theorists as 

Dewey and Habermas report to word because obviously the images of media 

jeopardise[162] the public discourse necessary or would manipulate[163] it. 

They till remembered all too clearly how especially in the 20th Century leader cults 

had grown up which’s multimedia influence hardly was to withstand. And then it 

was Lenin - apart from the delay in "bringing home" Napoleon to Paris - who was 

the first modern ruler, who "was embalmed not only and buried in a tomb, but 

whom was placed the permanent, lasting until today ritual veneration by pilgrims 
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from his country and from all over world."[ 164 ] In the so-called" enlightened" 

modernity no longer heroes of religion, but political leaders were  regarded as 

"messianic figures, true saviours“ and their portraits won „magical power over men, 

they drew admiration, veneration, worship on themselves." And that not only on 

demonstrations and memorial services and marches, but partly also in the domestic 

life. In this way the ikonophile personality cult became to the "characteristic of the 

modern political religions". 

With the death of Hitler and Stalin this modern image religions, that promised 

salvation on earth and not in the Beyond[165], found no end, but were continued up 

to the present time by Mao, Ho Chi Minh, Kim il-Sung, Che Guevara, Castro, 

Ceausescu and many other.[166] And the destruction of the images of these "saints" 

after the upheavals of 1945 and 1989 and so had quite "parallels to the Reformation 

iconoclasm."[167] These images had to suffer their disempowerment by destruction as 

well as the former holy images, as their admirers had lost their sustainable faith. 

Now, presently there are some voices who see the current international conflicts 

and acts of war as prime examples of the power and powerlessness of images. Thus 

it is talked polemical about "George W. Bush's image-war"[168]. But it is overlooked 

that since time immemorial military actions have rarely been committed without 

visual accompaniment. The current extent of media in the war is of course adequate 

to the current extent of the media in the society. However, in this should be agreed 

to G. Paul, that in this war, especially the "apparent evidence of media images" has 

suffered and thus the quantity of images has damaged the power of images.[169] 

But by no means the power of pictures is damaged in the quasi-religious devotion to 

the "stars" from politics, arts, sports, fashion and music, with its fetishes and 

emblems, its brands, and to the faithful worshiping of their idols.[170] Here variously 

in modern society, an "implicit religion"[171] is worshiped in a secular garb. And 

perceive attentive observer can see how strong "the modern imagery in advertising 

and its promises of salvation, in the film, and especially in the social dominant 

medium, television, interspersed religious" and some even attached with a "ritual, 

i.e. cultic character"[172]. And it is not just the "look out the window .. that is 
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replaced by the TV, where everything happens: music, news, football, court scenes, 

executions, marital drama, Wedding, Fun, Games, Serious and tragedy", but too 

"the life as a film, often as a substitute for one's own"[173] is absorbed and then 

perhaps further still varied and individualized by modern programming and 

Internet technology.[174] For man's desire "for a cure and a happiness that is located 

beyond the physical world represents itself in its real things" is obvious.[175]  

Therefore, many companies are quite successful in their attempt to force the 

consumer into purchasing decisions and to get an economic advantage from him by 

using images[ 176 ] in marketing-interest, and partly those images are charged 

religious or quasi-religious or are manipulative[177]. It is solely to raise criticism 

from the viewpoint of market economic theory, because in the end "it is not the 

objective picture of a product critical to the buying process, but its perception".[178]  

But more significant must be the question of what such an application of images 

makes with the soul of the consumer when it is in the context of development of a 

"customer relationship" no longer a question "to make a sale," but "to create a 

customer"[ 179 ]? Because if you have him then created as your product-loyal 

"customer" whose efforts and life orientation and life hope is now just aimed after 

the images you presented him in film and television etc., can that ever be his "true" 

meaning of life? 

Is not exactly the space of that viable faith, Luther in his "releasing the images" still 

presumed, now occupied by a "belief" whose manipulative target is only the 

economic (and at some point, probably political) exploitation of their faith's followers? 

The more important to emphasise at this point is the remaining "religion critical 

function of an image-critical, negative theology," whose job it must be to inculcate 

the "unavailability of God" and thus the inadequacy of all worldly promise of 

salvation and fulfilment, and thus also has to reflect the dubious power of the 

images as well as the borders of images prohibition consistently.[180] And of course, 

any critical theological effort must be accompanied by the testimony of a living faith 

in the sense of Luther. 

Stoellger here emphasises correctly  for the „visible church“ that it stands in the 

horizon of visual cultures and lives where we just live now. But he further points 
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out rightly that the visible is not everything.[181] And in this respect the theological 

task remains "to reflect the ambiguity of illusion critical," is non-negotiable and 

therefore "to distinguish between truth and falsehood."[182] But this has not joy to 

happen at some investigative journalism, but as a spiritual help for the people of 

this world, so that - as Luther understood and believed it - at the end of the world 

and to myself everything will be again so perfect and well-formed, as it was meant 

by God from the beginning of the creation. That ought we believe and be true that 

„the Holy Spirit helps us to believe so; and then we become again that image of God, 

what we have lost in paradise“.[183] 
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